A classical result of GILBARG states that a simple shock wave solution of Euler's equations is compressive if and only if a corresponding shock layer solution of the Navier-Stokes equations exists, assuming, among other things, that the equation of state is convex. An "entropy condition" appropriate for weeding out "unphysical" shocks in the nonconvex case has been introduced by T.-P. LIu. For shocks satisfying his entropy condition, LIu showed that purely viscous shock layers exist (with zero heat conduction). Dropping the convexity assumption, but retaining many other reasonable restrictions on the equation of state, we construct an example of a (large amplitude) shock which satisfies Ltu's entropy condition but for which a shock layer does not exist if heat conduction dominates viscosity. We also give a simple restriction, weaker than convexity, which does guarantee that shocks which satisfy LIu's entropy condition always admit shock layers.
Introduction
In 1951 GILBARG [2] showed that for each stationary shock wave solution of Euler's equations of gas dynamics in one space dimension there exists a corresponding smooth solution (called a shock layer or shock profile) of the NavierStokes equations with viscosity'and heat conduction, provided that the thermodynamic equation of state satisfies a short list of restrictions given by WEYL [l 1], including a convexity condition. The shock wave is required to satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot jump relations and the entropy condition, which ensures that entropy increases along particle paths. Under WEYL'S restrictions, the entropy condition simply requires shocks to be compressive, i.e., density must increase along particle paths.
More recently, there has been considerable interest in equations of state which may be nonconvex ( [5] , [9] , [10] ). T.-P. LIu introduced an entropy condition appropriate for shocks in this situation. He showed that a shock satisfies R.L. P~Go his entropy condition if and only if a purely viscous shock layer exists, i.e., a shock layer for the equations with zero heat conduction [4] .
The purpose of this note is to present an example concerning restrictions on the equation of state under which LIv's entropy condition does select just those shocks for which shock layers exist for any positive values of viscosity and heat conduction. We explicitly construct an equation of state such that for some shock wave which satisfies LIu's entropy condition, no corresponding shock layer can exist if the heat conduction dominates the viscosity. (A shock layer does exist if heat conduction is small compared to viscosity.) The equation of state satisfies all of WEeL'S restrictions except the convexity condition, and satisfies other conditions which have appeared in recent work on the Riemann problem in gas dynamics ( [5] , [10] ). We can give a simple restriction weaker than convexity (satisfied by van der Waals gases in regions of hyperbolicity, for example) under which all shocks satisfying LIu's entropy condition always admit corresponding shock layers, see Theorem 1.
Examples of the type described here may be of interest in one dimensional thermo(visco)elasticity, where for quite general constituitive relations it is desirable to determine the smoothing effect of viscous and thermal dissipation (e.g. see [1] ). Nonconvex equations of state also occur for materials exhibiting phase transitions. In this paper, however, we require that Euler's equations remain hyperbolic in the region of interest. Effects other than viscosity and heat conduction must be considered to determine "structure" in phase transition zones, see [8] and [9] .
The Navier-Stokes equations in one space dimension, written in Lagrangian form, are 
ut -~ Ph ~-(AtUh/3)h ~t q-(pU)h : (~UUh/T)h -~ (20h/T)h.
Here h denotes the Lagrangian mass coordinate, t is time, v is specific volume, u is velocity, p is pressure, 0 is temperature, 8 is energy density per unit mass, At and 2 are the coefficients of viscosity and heat conduction, respectively, and 8 = e ~-U2/2, where e is the internal energy density per unit mass. We assume that v and 0 determine the thermodynamic state of the material, and that e, p, and the entropy S are given by sufficiently smooth equations of state e ----e(v, 0), p = p(v, 0), S = S(v, 0). These functions are related through the Gibbs relation
The coefficients At and 2 may also depend smoothly on 3 and 0. The quantities #, 2, v, 0, and p are positive. For convenience, we shall denote the triple (r, u, 8) by U, and the thermodynamic state by Z, specified either by the pair (3, 0) or by (3, p), see assumption (1.10) below.
Euler's equations are obtained from (1.1) by setting At = 2----0. A shock wave traveling at speed s is a weak solution of these equations of the form We call any solution (1.3) satisfying (1.4) a "simple jump solution", or a "jump". It is customary to reserve the term "shock" for jumps which satisfy the entropy condition.
What determines a jump ? The speed s may be determined up to sign from any suitable pair of thermodynamic states Z+ and Z_ by the relation
In our analysis it suffices to consider only back-facing shocks, for which s < 0. The first equation determines u(~) from z(#), so we obtain A shock profile (3, u) (~), with ~ = h --st, must satisfy (eliminating u)
Assuming that p(3) is decreasing, but possibly nonconvex, any two states 3+, 3_ determine a jump with speed s < 0. A shock layer exists for that jump if and only if sgn M(3) = sgn (3+ --3_) for z between 3+ and r_. This is the "entropy condition" which selects those jumps which admit a shock layer for these equations. The situation is illustrated in Figure 1 , where the phase portrait of (1.7) is indicated on the 3 axis of the graph of p(3). Observe that since p is not convex, rarefaction shock layers can possibly exist, e.g. 3_ = 32 < 3+ = 33. Also, a compressive jump need not admit a shock layer, e.g. 3_ = 3~ > 3+ = 3,. The restrictions we place on the equation of state are as follows:
this means that heat conduction is a dissipative effect in (1.1) for 2 > 0.
(1.9) p,(3, S) < 0;
Euler's equations are strictly hyperbolic just when this holds.
thus the map (3, 0)~-+ (v,p(3, 0)) is one-to-one on the domain of states s The image of this map we designate ~2p. We assume finally that (1.11) Qp is convex.
These restrictions are the same as those imposed by GILBARG [2] , following WEYL [1 1], except that we have omitted the usual convexity assumption
Under these restrictions, the Hugoniot curve is described by the following proposition, whose proof is deferred until Section 2.
Proposition 1. Fix Zo = (vo, Po) in Dp. In the region z> Vo the set {Z E s H(Z, Zo) ----0} consists solely of a monotonically decreasing curve p ----ho(3) passing through Zo.
We now describe our positive results concerning existence and uniqueness of the shock layer for any given coefficients/,, 2 which are positive functions of 3 and 0. 
) admits a unique shock layer if and only if the strict entropy condition (E)s is satisfied.
In the absence of (1.12), compressive shocks (that is, v_ > 3+ if s < 0) always admit a shock layer, as shown by the following 
9). Fix Zo in [2 o. Then if Z+ and Z_ are sufficiently close to Z o and satisfy H(Z+, Z_)= O, the simple jump solution determined by Z+, Z_ with s < 0 admits a shock layer (unique in a neighborhood of Zo) if and only if the strict entropy condition (E L is satisfied.
Theorem 3 is proved in [7] as a consequence of a general theorem on singular viscosity matrices for systems of conservation laws. The proof of Theorems 1 and 2 is similar to that of GILBARO [2] , and will be presented briefly in Section 2. The extra condition imposed is a technical "domain" condition, ( From Theorem 2 this shock must be a rarefaction shock, namely ~'_ < ~+. We stress, however, that LIo's result shows that a purely viscous shock layer (with ;t = 13) exists, so in fact the entropy does increase across this shock, i.e.,
S(Z_) < S(Z+).
The equation of state in Theorem 4 must violate (1.12) and the convexity condition. However, the following conditions can be satisfied:
(1.14)
e~(ar, p) >= 0
Condition (1.14) (along with (1.8)-(1.10)) was imposed by LIu [5] to guarantee that the Riemann problem for gas dynamics has a unique solution globally. Condition (1.15), along with (1.8), implies (1.9) and furthermore shows that constant states for the Navier-Stokes equations are linearly stable, see [6] and [7] . Finally, we briefly remark that although we have presented this example in the context of gas dynamics, it is valid in the context of one-dimensional thermoviscoelasticity as well. One may redefine the equation of state outside a compact domain so that the restrictions imposed by DAFERMOS [1] are satisfied. The key step is to provide an appropriate global specification for the function po(r, 0), cf. section 3.
Existence and uniqueness of the shock layer
We begin this section by gathering several useful thermodynamic calculations, following which we prove Theorems 1 and 2. Take 9 and 0 as independent variables. Using (1.2), and equating mixed partial derivatives of S(1:, 0), we obtain the standard identities 
H(Z, Z+) --H(Z, Z_) = 89 (3_ --3+) (--sM) (Z).

Proof. Recalling that u --u_~ ~---s(3 --3:~), we have
H(Z, Z~:) + L(Z)/s ------89 (u 2 --u2,) + (3 --3+) [ 89 (p + p~) --p+ + su]
= (3 --3~:) [ 89 s(u + u~:) + 89 (p --P!) --su] = 89 (3 --3~:) (--sM) (Z).
Proof of Proposition 1. With Zo fixed, H(Z, Zo) is a function of Z = (3, p). From (2.2) it follows that H,(3, p) ----0S~(3, p) + ~ (Po --P) > 0 if p < Po, and
Hp (3, It is convenient next to observe that 1
(2.7) ----Lo(3, O) = eo(3, O) ~ --L~(3, O) = Opo(~, O) + sM(3, O) S S (2.8) --sMo(3, O)= po(3, O) --sM,(~, O) = s 2 + p,('r, 0).
To get L~, use Proposition 2 and (2.2).
The assumptions (1.8)-(1.10) imply that the derivatives So(r, 0), S~(3, 0), Sp(r, p) and S~(3, p) are all positive.
The following identity relates the entropy condition (E)s to the ordinary differential equations (1.6).
Proof of Theorem 2. Let Z+, Z_ in -Q0 satisfy H(Z+, Z_) ----0 together with the condition (1.13) and 3_ > 3 § and let s < 0 satisfy (1.5). Suppose first that the entropy condition (E)s is satisfied. Our proof, like GILBARG'S, is based on an analysis of the curves L ----0 and M : 0 which pass through Z+ and Z_. Since Lo and Mo are positive, 0 is a given function of r along each of these curves, 0 ----l(3), 0 ----m(3) respectively. We claim that l(3) and m(3) are defined for r+ ~< ~" -<-3_ and satisfy
(ii) l'(3) < 0 for 3+ _< r --< 3_.
Indeed, the set {M = 0) in/2p is a straight line segment, by (1.11). Pulling back to the (3, 0) plane, m(z') is defined as described. Using Proposition 2, the entropy
condition (E)s implies that L(Z)> 0 > M(Z) between Z+ and Z_ on the
Hugoniot curve with center Z+. Property (i) follows at once. Property (ii) is obtained from (i) by using (2.7), since M --< 0 on the curve L ----0. The "domain" condition (1.13), with (1.11), now implies that 1(3) is defined as described. The existence of the shock layer follows from (i), (ii), see Figure 2 . The region R = ~(r, 0) 1 z'+ < 3 < 3_ and I(3) < 0 < m(~-)) is negatively invariant under the flow induced by (1.6). Also, any trajectory Z(~ e) which starts in R must be monotone (0 increasing, r decreasing) and tend to Z_ as ~:-+ --oo.
Consider a vertical line segment crossing R, {(3, 0) 13 -----30, l(3) < 0 < m(3)}, "r+ < 3o < 3_.
0'
,r Fig. 2 . Phase portrait of (1.6) for a compressive shock A point on this segment belongs to one of three disjoint classes. In particular the forward trajectory of (1.6) starting at the point may (a) exit the region R on the curve L = 0, (b) exit the region R on the curve M = 0, (c) not exit the region R. In the last case, the trajectory must tend toward Z+ by monotonicity. The first two classes are open (continuity) and non-empty (endpoints). The third class is therefore also non-empty by connectedness, so some shock layer exists.
We next demonstrate the uniqueness of the shock layer. First we claim that any trajectory of (1.6) joining Z+ and Z_ must lie entirely in the region R. In-deed, no trajectory can approach Z+ within either of the regions {M < 0 and L<0) or {M>0 and L>0). Also, the region R~----{(~r, 0) E~0lz~z+ and L>0 or M>0} is negatively invariant. Thus the claim is proved.
The characteristic equation for (1.6) at the critical point Z+ always has one positive and one non-positive root
The constant term is non-positive. If it is zero, then Mr > 0. In general, then, Z+ is a saddle point, and the uniqueness of the trajectory approaching Z+ from within R is easily established. In the degenerate case, one may construct a one dimensional center-stable manifold in a neighborhood of Z+, locally invariant under (1.6). A trajectory starting in this neighborhood which does not lie in the given center-stable manifold must eventually (for ~ large) leave any sufficiently small neighborhood of Z+ (see KELLEY [3] ). Therefore, any two trajectories approaching Z+ from within R must lie on the same curve. We have established the existence and uniqueness of the shock layer when z_ > ~r+ and the entropy condition (E)s is satisfied. If r_ > z+ but the condition (E)s fails to hold, arguments similar to those above show that no trajectory of (1.6) can connect Z_ to Z+. Theorem 2 (and Theorem 1 for compressive shocks) is thus proved.
For a rarefaction shock joining Z+ and Z_ with -r_ < z+, s < 0, satisfying the entropy condition (E)s, we have L(Z) < 0 < M(Z) for Z between Z+ and Z_ on the Hugoniot curve with center Z_. Hence re(z) < l(z) for z_ < 7: < •+. If l'(t) < O, then the region R : {(~, 0)]z_ < z < z+ and m(~) < 0 < I(T)} is negatively invariant and the existence and uniqueness of a trajectory connecting Z_ to Z+ is established as in the compressive case above. However, it no longer follows from (2.7) that l'(r) < 0 if l(v) > rn(v). On the other hand, from (2.2) follows
----L~(z, O) ~--e~(z, O) + p(r, O) + sM(v, O)
S ----e,(lr, 0) + p(r, m(v)).
Hence the condition e,(z, 0) ~ 0 ensures that l'(~) < 0 for all r, and Theorem 1 follows.
We conclude by remarking that it is easy to use Proposition 2 and identities (2.7), (2.8) to show that a simple jump solution admits a purely viscous shock layer (2 = 0) if and only if the entropy condition (E)s is satisfied. This recovers the result of LIo [4] , under the assumptions (1.8)-(1.10), which are different than those imposed by LIo [5] .
A shock without a shock layer
In this section we explicitly construct an equation of state satisfying assumptions (1.8)-(1.10), and (1.14), (1.15) , defined in a suitable region of the (3, 0)-plane but violating the restriction e~(3, 0) ~ 0, such that a (large amplitude) rarefaction shock exists satisfying the entropy condition (E)s, while at the same time no shock layer exists if 2//~ is sufficiently large. The shock layer does exist if 2//z is small, and entropy does increase across this shock, i.e., S(Z_) < S(Z+) with s < 0.
Our goal is illustrated by Figure 3 , representing a phase portrait for (1.6). The idea is that if2/# is large the vector field (3M/tz, 3L/2) for (1.6) is nearly horizontal, and a trajectory leaving Zo must hit the "hump" in the curve M----0. Then it is easy to show that there can be no trajectory connecting Z_ to Z+. Finally using (2.6) and (2.7), one may easily check that the entropy condition (E)s is satisfied for the jump determined by Z+, Z_.
O'
-/" t=0 /,.
Fig. 3. A shock without a profile
Our procedure is to specify selected data (in particular the curve 0 ----m(3) on which M = 0), using thermodynamic identities to make certain that the equation of state is consistent. Fix Zo----(30, 0o) in the first quadrant. We shall suppose the curve M = 0 has the form 0 = m(3), where m(3) satisfies conditions (ml) --(m3) below. (so its graph has the form shown in Figure 3) . Later, we shall specify Po----p(3o, 0o) and s. Then we will know p along the curve M = 0, namely We must now show that m(z), po and s may be specified so that the phase space given in Figure 3 We ask that m(z) be defined and smooth for 89 Zo < z < 40~o, and satisfy conditions (ml)-(m3) below. We introduce the conditions separately as follows. To verify (3.6ii), we have for T3 < T < r5 and eL small Then 35 < 3+ < Tzo, and since m'(3o) = 0 > I'(3o) we have also 3o < 3_ < rl. Finally we set 0+ ----m(T+), 0_ = m(3_), fixing Z+ and Z_ and completing the construction of Figure 3 .
It remains to choose Po and s so that p(3, 0)> 0 and (1.9), (1.14), (1.15) hold in a suitable domain. But Then using (3.2) and (3.8), it follows that e,(r, p) _> 0 in ,(2p if s 2 is sufficiently large. Now the equation of state is completely specified, and except for (1.12) all the conditions (1.8)-(1.15) hold. We have already noted that the entropy condition (EL holds, since l(~) > m(r) for r_ < r < r+.
The penultimate stage of our analysis is to show that, for 2/# sufficiently large, there is a trajectory of (1.6) leaving Zo and intersecting the curve M ----0 before the "hump". Since m'(ro)> l' (1:o) , it is clear from (2.9) that Zo is a saddle point for (1. It is clear that z(r) is defined and increasing for ro < r < r,, where r, ----min {rlz" > ro and L(r, 0o) = 0}.
Note that ~, < T3. We shall "channel" the curve z(z') under the curve L = 0 by using a thin box with a corner cut out. To this end, define R* = (to, r3) • (0o --~2, 0o + el) \ (~o, r,) • (0o --~2, 0o + 89 ~1).
Here the constant e2 > 0 is chosen so that/~* is contained in the region {M > 0}. Now, the trajectory Z(~) must enter R* on the cut-out part of the boundary with 0>0o, i.e., it must enter atapoint (r, 0o+ 89 for ro<r=<r,, or ata point (r,,0) for 0o<0~0 o+ 89
Since sup [L/M[ is finite, it follows that if 2/# is sufficiently large in R* then R* dzl< dr I = rain {el./2(~3 --to), e2/(r3 --r,)} for Z(~) E R*.
This implies that the trajectory Z(~) must leave R* on its right boundary, {r3} • (0o --e2, Oo + eO, which is contained in the region {L < 0 and M > 0}.
